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The BRCA1/2 genetic testing is a well-known example of precision medicine for the identification of molecular
target therapy in patients with breast, ovarian, pancreatic and prostate cancer. BRCA1/2 defects are predictive
biomarkers for sensitivity to platinum-based chemotherapy and PARP inhibitors maintenance treatments. In our
diagnostic pipeline we used the Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) amplicon-based BRCA Devyser kit. This kit
was validated for the evaluation of BRCA1/2 status on blood and tissues samples types. To date, liquid biopsy
has been proposed as valid method for the detection of oncogenic alterations. Our aim was to evaluate the
feasibility of the commercial BRCA Devyser kit in the detection of BRCA1/2 variants in circulating free DNA
(cfDNA). In this context, we verified the quality of sequencing data and the accuracy of germline genetic
variants calling.

Plasma samples were collected from n=4 patients carried of BRCA1/2 germline variants. cfDNA was extracted
using Sera-Xtracta Cell-Free DNA kit. The quality of cfDNA was evaluated with Agilent4200 TapeStation. NGS
Devyser BRCA kit (Devyser, Sweden) was used for the BRCA1/2 amplification. Sequencing was performed on
MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego), with a mean coverage of 500X. Quality parameters were evaluated from
sequencing data across sample types. NGS data were analyzed by Amplicon Suite tool (SmartSeq, Italy).

Quality check for cfDNA showed a single peak at approximately 150 bp, according to the cfDNA fraction. Good
quality parameters resulted from the evaluation of NGS data across cfDNA samples (e.g. mean
coverage/amplicon). BRCA genetic alterations (SNVs, indels) detected in cfDNA were concordant with those
from blood samples.



The commercial Devyser BRCA kit performs as well with cfDNA as it does with samples collected from blood.
Similar genotyping performances between the two DNA sources were observed, supporting the use of cfDNA as
alternative sample type in NGS with this methodological approach. The advantage of using liquid biopsy is to
provides real-time monitoring of disease evolution and response to therapy. Taking into account the feasibility of
this commercial kit in the cfDNA genotyping, the future goal is to investigate about the useful of this kit in the
identification of BRCA1/2 somatic variants using cfDNA.


